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10 Year
Anniversary
Bumper Edition
Westmar Launch

Special points of interest:
• 10 Year Anniversary Dinner

The annual club trip out to Westmar
was held at a new launch site called
the ‘Funny Farm’. Funny Farm, which
is just a short distance south of
Enarra has some onsite amenities
including under cover long drop toilets, a shower block (which has
amazing pressure and it’s HOT), plus
a permanent bar area.

• Annual Westmar HPR Launch
• Monthly Launch Reports
• MacGregor State School Outside
School Hours Care Visit
• 4 New Memberships
• 4 Members Gain HPR Certification
• New Launch Controllers

Since this was a logistical exercise
at the new field, there were slightly
less members in attendance which
meant only 9 launches for the trip,
but they were by no means lackluster.

• QRS Receives $5000 Grant
• Rotary Club Display
• Member’s Article — QRS Blast Off
Program

Photo: Matt Barton

Rod Miller flew his beautifully paint-

Rod strikes a pose with his “Pit Bull” Prior ed 2” Pit Bull to 5500ft on an I566Vmax for a successful L1 Flight.
to a successful L1 flight.
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Sarah Miller flew her gold and black
“Dark Star” to 6000ft on a J316Pink for a successful L2 flight.
Rob Newton flew his “Small Endeavour” to 4600ft on a J357-Blue
Streak for a successful L2 flight.
Congratulations to all who certified!
Matt Barton’s “Xiolator” suffered an
unfortunate booster motor CATO on
a Gorilla L2300-Green which destroyed the fin can. Fortunately the 3
air-start J400-SS did not ignite and
are undamaged,
Blake Nikolic flew his “Snot Rocket”
to 9300ft on an L425-White Cloud.
Warren McKay flew his 54mm minimum diameter “Light Sabre Short”
to 13,202ft on J760-White Thunder.
Photo: Matt Barton

Sarah poses with her “Dark Star” after a
successful L2 flight

Photo: Supplied—Rob Newton

Alexa and Gaby pose with Rob and his “Small
Endeavour” prior to a successful L2 flight

Blake drag raced Rod’s L1
flight (and lost miserably) with
his “Green With Envy” on an
I218-Red Line, however mounted inside the clear nose cone
was a 360’ camera! This was
an Australian first and for
those interested the footage
can be found at the following
link: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ubUsLAWcd0c.
The team from University of
Sydney also made the long trek
with the intention of launching
their Intercollegiate Rocket
Engineering Competition (IREC)
entry, however due to technical
issues, had to scratch the
launch. This led to plenty of
opportunity to chat with members and learn about different
aspects that would help with
their entry.
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April Launch
After the April launch having to
be postponed a fortnight due to
flooding, a small but enthusiastic number of members were
greeted with clear skies and
little wind; perfect weather conditions for launching rockets.
Although numbers were down,
launching started late but was
consistent throughout the entire
morning. A number of spectators also enjoyed the launch and
we had some new members join
the club.

D12 two stage rocket.
Congratulations to Rob for successfully achieving his L1 certification with his “Small Endeavour” flying on an H123 motor to
2400 ft.
Congratulations also to guest
Patrick flying his “Xiao Feng's
Fury” on an H135 to 1900 ft for
his successful L1. Patrick was
up from Sydney University and is
planning on competing in the
University Rocketry Challenge in
the US later this year.

There was a total of 26 flights
for the morning, consisting of:
5xA, 1xB, 3xC, 2xD, 2xF, 4xG,
4xH, 4xI and 1xJ.

Photo: Matt Barton

Patrick with his “Xiao
Feng’s Fury” prior to a
successful L1 flight

Other notable flights included
Sarah's fantastically detailed
“Dark Star” on a G83 motor to
1100 ft and Saige's “Crayonsational” Estes crayon rocket to
Mark was again our most prolific 1000 ft on C power. The
launcher with 8 flights ranging
'scalded cat' award for the day
from 1/2A motors all the way up went to Matt and his “Darkstar
to an I280 Dark Matter in his
Mini” on a 'blink and you'll miss
“Midnight Lightning” rocket.
it' F240 Vmax motor.
Closely behind Mark was the tag
team duo of Rob and Robbie
The largest motor of the day was
with four flights: 3 HP and one

Photo: Matt Barton

Rob with his “Small Endeavour”
prior to a successful L1 flight

Blake flying his “Snot
Rocket” to 2600 ft on a
J465 Green Tornado with
a picture perfect dual deployment.
The smallest motor for the
day was Mark with a 1/2A.

May Launch
The May launch day began with
an incredibly heavy fog that
lingered around our low lying
launch site until 10am, meaning
only low powered rockets could
be flown for the first half of the
morning.
Despite the poor launch conditions there were a staggering 56
flights for the morning—on par
with one of our public open
launch days!
We had around 100 people
present as the Helensvale

Seeonee Cubs and the Bayside
Sea Scout groups came with parents and many other visitors to
check out QRS and launch their
rockets. There were many new
members join on the day.
The new launch controller proved
itself with a drag race from HPR
and LPR pads simultaneously.
Jim Lawes had a successful L1
flight at our May launch. Jim's
"Katana" flew to 1900 feet on a
H400-Vmax and had dual deploy
recovery. Well done Jim!

Photo: Jeff Cheales

LPR and HPR rockets in an awesome
drag race
Photo: Jeff Cheales

Some of the many scouts that attended the launch

Photo: Supplied—Jim Lawes

Jim Lawes’ fantastically detailed
L1 rocket “Katana 2”
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June Launch
Despite very windy and wet conditions with intermittent rain all
morning, we had over a dozen
members in attendance along
with a small handful of spectators and it turned out to be a
good day for rocketry with 31
launches for the morning.

The smallest motor for the day
was Mark O'Donoghue’s “Cubit”
on a 1/2 A3-4 and the largest
motor for the day Jim Lawes’
“Katana 3” on an I303-Blue
Streak.

Thanks to members who attended and helped setup / pack up
Due to relatively low cloud cover despite the weather.
and the healthy winds it was
predominately a LPR day with
motors being — 9xA, 4xB, 7xC,
4xD, 1xE, 3xG, 2xH and 1xI.

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Aidan Clarke’s “Kraken
Clone” looking good on a
D12-5

Mark O’Donoghue managed to
launch a small fleet of spectacular shaped ‘odd rockets’ including a conventional flying saucer
shape, various cubes, a pyramid, a pentagon, a shuttle cock
and even a toilet paper roll.
Mark Johannessen's “Big Daddy” suffered a spectacular motor CATO on an infamous Estes
E9-6 before even clearing the
launch rod. Mark informed us
that was “Big Daddy's” 22nd
flight! And that luckily the rocket appears undamaged and will
fly again!

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Jim Lawes’ “Katana 3” tears off the
pad with a brilliant blue flame on
an I303-BS to 2500 feet

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Mark O’Donoghue’s fantastic
looking “Stealth” ‘cube’ rocket
ready for lift-off on an A10-0

QRS Visits MacGregor State School Outside Hours Care
During the Easter School Holidays Petar visited the MacGregor Outside School Hours Care and gave a presentation to 90 students about rockets.
To start the session a brief history of Man's conquest of
space culminating with
the landing
on the
moon was
given using
models of
the rockets
Photo: MacGregor Staff
flown. The older students were
Undivided attention from the young crowd as Petar
also given some theory on rocket utilises models to demonstrate how the Saturn
flight. The presentation culminat- rockets that ultimately took man to the moon
worked.
ed with practical demonstrations
of air powered, water powered, CO2 powered and black powder
powered rockets. The sounds of “oohs” and “aahs” could be heard
as the rockets flew into the sky. This was a most rewarding experience for the students and Petar. The staff of Macgregor are to be
Photo: MacGregor Staff
commended for running an Outside School Hours Program. Thank
Petar shows the students how each
component of a model rocket works
you Petar for representing QRS and putting on such a great display.
using a cutaway display.
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QRS Round-up
Shawn Hunter, wife Jane and
children Leroy and Vanessa.
Glad to have you all aboard!

Launch Program
The launch dates for the next
three months will be:
9 Jul (‘Flames, Smoke & Noise’Public launch day) - LA2
22 Jul (AYRC Finals) - LA2
20 Aug (QRS launch) - LA2
10 Sep (QRS launch) - LA2

Certification Flights
The following QRS members
have achieved AMRS certification: Rob Newton (L1 and L2),
Jim Lawes (L1), Rod Millar (L1),

Sarah Millar (L2) and club
guest up from NSW; Patrick
Wang (L1). Congratulations to
you all.

New Members
Welcome to new QRS members: Peter Smith and wife
Judy.
James Lawes, wife Carol and
son Lachlan.
Aidan Clarke, partner Julie and
children Nikola, Sebastian,
Havana and West.

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

The spectacular failure of an Estes E9-6
motor in Mark’s “Big Daddy”
Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Warren and Mark prepare a
Patriot Missile for launch

Technical Tip:

New Launch Controller and Pad Boxes
Thanks to Australian Rocketry and Wilson F/X you may have noticed a
major overhaul of our launch controller and the pad boxes. The benefits
of this upgrade include:

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

One of the new pad boxes

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

The new launch controller

•

Battery packs are now internal to the launch controller and each
of the pad boxes, this leads to less boxes and cables at LCO table
and launch pads for a safer site and easier setup & pack up.

•

Each bank and pad now has a coloured go / no-go LED for an
instant continuity check.

•

The volume of continuity buzzers is now adjustable and even
mutable at LCO and RSO’s discretion.

•

An LCD panel on the launch controller displays Battery voltages.

•

Much less space is taken up in the club trailer.

Any members with an LCO qualification that would like some familiarisation training with the new controller, don’t hesitate to ask a committee
member or simply have a chat to the LCO at our next club only launch.

QRS Receives Grant

Australian Rocketry
has advised QRS that
the Estes ‘E’ CATO
at our June launch is
actually a relatively
common occurrence on
black powder motors
larger than ‘D’ impulse
(Estes ‘E’ and ‘F’).
These motors should be
used at the rocketeer’s
own risk. Reloadable
24 and 29mm motors
are a much safer
alternative, and cheaper
after multiple flights.

Rotary Club ‘Serving Humanity’ Family Day Display

At the beginning of May we were informed we had
been successful in receiving a $5000 grant from
the Commonwealth Government — Department of
Social Services.

On the 10th of June QRS put on a display
stall for the Rotary Club of Wishart at the
Mt Gravatt Showgrounds for their ‘Serving
Humanity’ Family Day 2017.

The grant will be used to purchase the audio equipment you see in use at our public launch days. This
equipment is actually the property of Australian
Rocketry and until now has been kindly loaned to us
as needed. Also to be purchased are three additional Gazebos for the club, replacement and additional
plastic tables, fuel for the club mower, first aid trainPhoto: Petar Nikolic
ing for interested members and a few plastic chairs
Rod, Warren, Phil and Petar (taking the
for use in the RSO area.
picture) with their display

Petar, along with Rod, Warren and Phil
brought along a collection of their rockets
and manned the display. They were able
to promote the hobby of rocketry to members of the public and field their questions. Thank you to Petar, Phil, Rod and
Warren for bringing along your rockets and
representing QRS.
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President’s Report
Thank you to everyone who attended the club’s 10-year anniversary dinner recently. It was a fantastic night with
the highlight being the talk given by the club’s inaugural president Brian Dixon relating how the club was originally founded. Plaques were presented to previous President Jeff Cheales and Di Nikolic at the dinner as well. Thank
you to Petar Nikolic for organizing such a great night!
A few members of the club were lucky enough to have their first trip to the new “Funny Farm” launch site recently. This was a great introduction to our new high-power site and the owner showed much interest and enthusiasm
in the launch activities. Congratulations to everyone who certified on the day as well.
The committee is working hard on providing more workshops to our members, look forward to announcements
on topics for planned workshops to be held over the coming year.
I hope to see you all at the 9 July public launch. For this launch, the club will have an entry fee for non-members
with some (very) big launches planned… As always, make sure to bring your favorite rockets to show off!
One final date to mark in your calendar: the AYRC Queensland finals are on 22 July. Come along and support the
teams and plan an entry in next year’s competition!
Matt Barton
President

Additional Launch Photos

Photo: Matt Barton

Blake and Rod pose prior to a H impulse drag race

Photo: Matt Barton

Warren with “Light Sabre Short”
Photo: Matt Barton

Blake with his “Snot Rocket”

Photo: Matt Barton
Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Mark’s “Big Daddy” mere milliseconds prior to it’s motor CATO

Matt with his “Darkstar
Mini”

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Warren’s “Mister One” looking good
on a G80 Skidmark to 1100ft
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Member Submitted Article
QRS Blast Off Program
By Rob Newton
Rob is a member of QRS, that along with his
son Robbie have achieved great milestones
in rocketry, including both having completed
all three levels of the LPR Blast Off Program.
Rob has also gone on to successfully certify
in both L1 and L2 HPR.

activity safety is paramount as are genuine opportunities to
experience the world and learn from it. Since humans first
looked up to the birds and stars, we have dreamed of flying.
The Blast Off program enables each of us to touch a part of
that dream. It has a solid base with tried methods that delivers in these areas founded on safety first, learning and design - an awesome learning opportunity for adults and children a like. Overall, Robbie and I have enjoyed the Blast Off
journey together.

The following article is Rob’s account on the
Blast Off Program and how it’s laid the founA quick note about mentoring as well. While QRS offers Mendation for his rocketry journey.

What a journey rocketry has been since the July 2016 Public Launch! Now one year on, it is a great time to reflect on
our journey from ‘Fly It Take It’ to 6100 feet for Level 2 with
dual deployment and the foundation that the QRS Blast Off
Program has provided in the journey so far.
My eldest son Robbie and a nephew were interested in rockets in March 2016. Google found QRS and I was happy the
“trip” would not be terribly long. I had bought and built Estes
rocket kits at about the same age in Canada (still even have
the Estes book somewhere and only threw out the rockets a
few years back after 30 years in storage!). It was not until
the July launch that I finally bundled everyone into the car
(well both families, a total of 13 people). Needless to say, all
were impressed and Robbie wanted to buy his first rocket
kit. There started the addiction!

tors to any member that wants assistance, the truth is that
EVERY QRS member acts as a mentor – if you ask, everyone
will give you their best to help your rocketry skills develop. I
would recommend adopting a dedicated mentor for all new
rocketeers and for the Blast Off program only because it
helps with continuity and with guided learning. It is always
handy to know you can get questions answered by email,
phone or in person in time to be ready for your next launch.
And although the Blast Off program is not about accountability as much as fun learning, having a mentor to encourage
and provide content accountability does provide for the best
learning outcome.

Successful completion of the Blastoff program guides the
new rocketeer through the principles of key safe launch
practice, the standards under which all rocketeers operate in
Australia and best practice rocket construction techniques. It
further provides experience in design challenges for the less
tried rocketry techniques such as multi-staging. Overall, the
I took advantage of the ‘Fly it Take it’ comeback options to
Blast Off Program provides the confidence to tackle high
delay membership – I wanted to be sure we were actually
power rocketry, to pursue those questions that seeded at
keen and that rockets were not just another passing (kid)
interest. It did not take long - we confirmed our membership our first launch -“How high and how fast can I go?”
in September. But even on day one, seeing the Big Rockets How high and fast will you go? Join the Blast Off Program
and novelty rockets, the thoughts started to seed in in my
today – it will provide an awesome foundation for your rockmind “how high, how fast” and “can I do that too?” I was
etry journey!
realizing how far rocketry had come in the last 30 years and
knew we wanted to be a part of it again. By October we
(Robbie and I) had committed to the Blast Off program and
locked in a mentor (thanks Jeff!)
The Blast Off program costs no money, only time. There is
no time limit to complete the program – it is largely self driven. But just as there are prescribed requirements for high
power rocketry (levels 1-3), the Blast Off program helps the
new rocketeer to develop the necessary skills in preparation
for gaining those higher qualifications. The reality is that
while there is lots of information available to read about
safe rocket launching, the Blast Off program develops safe
rocketry directly in a hands-on manner. Further, it facilitates
the development of rocket design beyond kits. Design
boundaries are safer and cheaper to test in low power rocketry and perhaps the impact of key design factors are easier
to observe (stability and thrust-to-weight ratio for example).
Rocketry is a great hobby for any parent and child (or children) to embark on together. As a parent in the 21st century,

Are you interested in submitting an article?
Have a rocketry story you would like to share with fellow
members? Would you like to let others light their candles
in your knowledge and submit a technical article?
Perhaps you would even like to participate in a member
interview? If so please contact info@qldrocketry.com for
more information or feel free to enquire with any committee
member at one of our launch days.
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Photo: Browns Plains Hotel Staff

On the evening of Saturday May 6, The Queensland Rocketry Society hosted a fantastic

The majority of members and
guests that attended the dinner

dinner celebrating 10 years since the formation of the club.
We had 37 members and guests in attendance to celebrate this great milestone.
It was great to see so many of the first ten members of the club in present including member numbers 01-(Brian Dixon),
02-(Ryan McDonald), 03-(Ari ‘Rocket-Man’ Piirainen), 06-(Len Forsyth), 08-(Blake Nikolic) and 10-(Simon Liebke).
It was a pleasure having Dave Cousens join us at the dinner all the way from the Western Australian Rocketry Society.
Dave is also the chancellor for the Australian Model Rocketry Society and we were very privileged to have him present a
speech about national support for the hobby.
Members and guests had an opportunity to socialise whist enjoying a few refreshments and were then seated for a two
course meal. Afterwards we got to hear a few stories about the creation of the club from former president Brian Dixon and
some presentations were made followed by a few lucky door prizes being drawn.
Dianne Nikolic was presented with a plaque for her continuous support to the Queensland Rocketry Society.
Jeff Cheales was presented with a plaque for his continuous support to the Queensland Rocketry Society.
Rob and Robbie Newton were presented with certificates for completing the ‘Boost’ and ‘Apogee’ requirements of the LPR
‘Blast Off Program’.
Lachlan Thomas was presented with certificates for completing the ‘Boost’ and ‘Apogee’ requirements of the LPR ‘Blast Off
Program’.
Members and guests then partook in some photo opportunities before enjoying tea and coffee with a slice of the anniversary cake.
A big thank you to Petar Nikolic for organising the dinner and the night’s activities.
Without his hard work in the weeks leading
up to and on the night, the dinner would
not have been as successful as it was. And
a big thankyou to all our members and
their guests who attended to help us celebrate. Here’s to another 10 years of
Queensland Rocketry Society!

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Four generations of QRS Presidency cutting the 10
year anniversary cake. (L-R: Matt Barton, Ari Piirainen, Brian Dixon, Jeff Cheales)
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Photo: Lachlan Thomas

President Matt Barton presents
Jeff Cheales with his plaque
Photo: Lachlan Thomas

The founding members of QRS (Blake Nikolic, Ryan McDonald, Len Forsyth, Sam
Forsyth. Petar Nikolic, Ari Piirainen, Brian Dixon, Lachlan Dixon, Annie Forsyth)

Photo: Matt Barton

Photo: Matt Barton

Winner of the $100 Australian
Rocketry voucher door prize Bruce
Symmans (centre)

Photo: Lachlan Thomas

President Matt Barton presents
Dianne Nikolic with her plaque

Winner of a $50 Australian Rocketry
voucher door prize Talina Dunham

Photo: Matt Barton

Winner of a $50 Australian Rocketry door prize Matt Niejalke
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Members and guests enjoying a
slideshow of the last decade’s
photographs

Photo: Matt Barton

The next generation of rocketeer
being cute and getting plenty of
attention…

Photo: Matt Barton

Jeff presents Rob Newton with Blast Off Program certificates for himself and son Robbie

Photo: Matt Barton

Some members and guests enjoying a drink and a chat
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Photo: Matt Barton

Jeff presents Lachlan Thomas with
his Blast Off Program certificates

Photo: Matt Barton

...and even more attention!

Photo: Matt Barton

What are you up to Ari?
Photo: Matt Barton

Petar living long and prospering
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Photo: Lachlan Thomas

Sorry Ari, we just had to include this one!

